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The abstrakt 
„The police provocation in the light of court of general nature findings, Institutional 
court, European court for human rights with the focus on the right for the fair trial“ 
 
         The connection of the criminal law with the democracy is firstly about guarancy of the 
space of one to the other. In this connection the criminal law never intervenes into the social, 
political and economic life to see different purpose than the protection against the crime. The 
subjective rights must form the basis of each legal state and in each democratic legal code, the 
elementary human and civil rights have to have the exceptional place. This piece of work is 
focused on the one of the fundamental civil rights within the meaning of Convention of the 
civil rights and fundamental liberties protection, which is the right for the fair trial considering 
the police provocation. Human and civil rights have the borders not only in the criminal-law 
level. Hence one of the function of the criminal law is to set these borders in this level. The 
setting of the borders in the precise way are the guarantee of the civil rights and liberties. 
Regarding the chosen topic of my work, I am trying to define these bordrers.  
 
 
